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This study aims to contribute to knowledge on the development

of empathy from early adolescence to adulthood. In study 1

(S1), adolescents and adults were assessed with measures of

empathy toward human and animal targets - the

multidimensional Interpersonal Reactivity Index and the Animal

Empathy Scale. Several arguments have been put forward to

suggest a possible link between empathy and the effectiveness

of expressive behaviour decoding, especially emotion related

expression and there is some scattered evidence supporting that

association (see Gaspar, 2021). So in study 2 (S2), a subset of the

adolescents that participated in S1 were assessed in their

responses to short videos of emotional expression, with Skin

Conductance Responses (SCR), the appraisal of valence and

arousal (using the Self Assessment Manikin), and the

interpretation of emotional content (choosing labels). S1 shows

that empathy toward animals, and the fantasy and personal

distress dimensions of empathy toward humans increase toward

adulthood, while empathic concern peaks before adulthood. A

moderate correlation between empathy towards human and

animal targets was also obtained. S2 showed that the expression

of positive emotion is better recognized than that of negative

emotion and surprise. SCRs and the conscious appraisal of

positive valence predicted adequate emotion decoding of

expressions of positive emotion.

ABSTRACT

GOALS

Adolescents experience changes in frequency and intensity of
their emotional experience, and undergo major challenges in
emotion regulation and social interaction. Little is known,
however on the development of empathy beyond childhood and
on the contribution of empathy to decode other’s behavior – an
important skill to social interaction.

Hence:

• Our primary goal with this work is to examine the possible
differences across age groups in the various dimensions of
empathy

• Another goal is to address the question of whether empathy
in adolescents and adults is congruent across different target
groups – humans and other animals and inspect if the
congruence varies as a function of the age group

• A third goal is to determine if empathy is a predictor of
accuracy in decoding facial expression

Study 1 empathy through adolescence and into adulthood

– Participants: Adolescent participants were recruited in 3 schools in Lisbon;. Adults were recruited via email, social media and announcements in
academic media, and took part on a voluntary basis. All participants signed an informed consent form prior to entering the study. Study 1 was
based on the responses of 617 participants (ages 11 to 55, 57% girls, 43% boys).

– Measures: Empathy toward humans - Portuguese vs (Limpo et al, 2010) of the Interpersonal Reactivity Index - IRI (Davis, 1980, 1983) comprised
of 4 scales - Perspective Taking, Personal distress, Empathic concern, and Fantasy scale, with 24 items in a 5 point scale from 0 (does not describe
me well) to 4 (describes me very well); Empathy toward animals - Portuguese vs of the Animal Empathy Scale (AES) (Emauz et al., 2016),
developed to assess animal oriented trait empathy, with a strong emphasis on the emotional component of empathy (Paul, 2000). The PT
version entails 2 dimensions instead of a single one in the original version: Emotional Connection with Animals and Empathic Concern with
animals, with 13 items in a 9t scale from 1 (I fully disagree) to 9 (I fully agree).

– Procedure: adolescent participants filled the questionnaires at school and delivered them to a member of the research team. Each participant
received a code number to ensure anonymity and to be identified to a possible participation in study 2, and signed an informed consent prior to
filling the questionnaire. Adult filled the questionnaires at the ISCTE-IUL Psychology Laboratory, as part of another study, not reported here.

Study 2 empathy in adolescents and decoding emotional expression

– Participants: a subset of 44 participants (ages 13 to 18) that had already been in S1 volunteered to S2. All participants were assessed at their
respective schools where a provisional Laboratory was set up.

– Measures: SAM (Bradley & Lang, 1994) arousal and valence scales; Skin Conductance response (SCR); a measure of emotion identification – a list
of 7 onscreen labels to choose from after the presentation of emotional videos containing real life 4” videoclips of expressive behaviour in
negative, positive, surprise and neutral contexts.

– Skin conductance responses (SCRs): The average intensity of SCR responses to each stimulus category was calculated per individual.

– Procedure: Participants were engaged in a computer based task of emotion labelling, and appraising one´s own arousal and valence as a
response to each of 24 video clips displaying real emotion expressive behavior or neutral behavior. Skin conductance was measured throughout
this task with a Biopac 160 MP amplifier system.

MATERIALS & METHODS

S1: Empathy directed to humans did not show a linear
progression along age groups, although empathy to animals did,
as seen in Figure 1. unlike all other scales, Empathic concern did
not significantly differ among groups and peaked earlier at 17-
18yrs old, whereas all other empathy scales are higher in the
adult group, as one would expect.

Empathy toward humans and toward animals correlated only low
to moderately (r=0.21, p<.05).

In all four IRI subscales and IRI total and AES there was a
significant difference at the p<0.01 level between the scores of
males and females.

S2: Positive stimuli are more efficiently decoded than the other 3
categories, with surprise being the most difficult to decode. Skin
conductance responses and conscious appraisal of valence were
predictors at the p<.05 level, of adequate emotion decoding
when decoding positive stimuli, explaining 15.3% of variance.

RESULTS

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

Results conform to pre-existing literature, with self-reported empathy
toward humans and toward animals being more intense in females, and
that occurs in all age groups. The global progression in empathy,
especially that of AES and FS, and the higher adult empathy seems to
nicely fit the patterns of brain development through adolescence
(Giedd, 1999) . Empathic concern did not differ between age groups –
but this is not as puzzling as it may at first seem, as its average is
already higher in 11-12 year old girls than any other human empathy
dimension and so it increases only slightly toward 17-18yrs old;
suggesting that this dimension of empathy is more intensely
downregulated in adulthood – only to meet the levels that other
dimensions reach in adulthood. Results are also compatible with the
possible tendency of increased intensity of negative emotions toward
late adolescence and a decrease in frequency of positive emotions
(Bailen et al., 2019), as these would have potential to trigger stronger
responses. Empathic reactions of negative valence could be potentiated
in this age group, something that is not compatible with the personal
distress results in this study. So it is likely that late adolescents (17-18
yrs old) are only experiencing stronger empathic emotional reactions
than their younger peers. In future research, it should be possible to
determine whether the increase in Personal Distress toward adulthood
is followed by a decrease later on, beyond the twenties, and that was
not possible in the current study, due to an unbalanced sample of
adults (this sample had an average age of 23.6 years old).

Emotion identification results met expectations based on previous
studies – i.e. expression of positive emotion is easier to recognise; and,
surprise has always been an emotion with a large margin of error in its
recognition (even in studies supporting its universality).
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Empathy in adolescence and adulthood and its developmental paths when targeted at humans or animals

Figure 1. animal empathy across ages (upper left) compared to the 3 (IRI) 
human empathy subscales that differed between age groups  (right)


